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Abstract: The table tennis robot is a hand-eye system that combines a visual system, a 

mechanical system, and a control system. The visual system is equivalent to the human 

brain and eyes. The visual system predicts the flight trajectory of table tennis and 

calculates the hitting point and hitting ball. When the time comes, the hitter can return the 

ball effectively. This article mainly studies the visual detection and decision-making of 

table tennis robots. This article introduces the method of dual target calibration, calculates 

the relationship between the internal parameters of the camera and the camera, and uses the 

calibration results to calculate the three-dimensional coordinate information of the table 

tennis. By comparing the existing target tracking image processing algorithms, and 

according to the flight characteristics of table tennis, research and formulate a set of fast 

real-time image processing algorithms. Through the force analysis of the table tennis in 

flight, the parameter model of the table tennis flight trajectory is established, and the 

experimental analysis of the landing point and the hitting point predicted by the flight 

model is carried out. In the online decision-making process, the multi-initial value 

quasi-Newton method is used to maximize the hitting evaluation function to solve the 

optimal hitting trajectory. The experimental results in this paper show that the average error 

of the return point of the table tennis robot in these 10 experiments is 13.4cm; the average 

value of the return point of the robot in 10 shots is [-2.5cm, 78.8cm], and the variance is 

[5.3cm, 13.4cm]; The average value of the person's return point is [-3.1cm, 13.9cm], and 

the variance is [11.6cm, 22.9cm]. The experimental results of this paper show that the 

return accuracy of table tennis robots is better than those who have little experience in 

hitting the ball; table tennis robots can adapt to changes in the state of the incoming ball 

and complete the fixed-point return task with higher accuracy and success rate. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background and Significance 

The key technologies of robots include target recognition and tracking, path planning, 

multi-sensor information fusion and other related technologies. They are widely used in application 

scenarios such as hotel service robots, autonomous driving, drones and missile interception. Among 

them, the identification and tracking of fast flying objects are of great research and application 

value in the identification and tracking of suspicious targets in sports competition monitoring and 

adjudication and military confrontation. Because most objects are very fast when flying, and 

sometimes have rotation, or even high-speed rotation, the rapid identification and tracking of 

high-speed rotating objects is extremely challenging. 

Machine vision extracts target information from the objective environment and achieves the goal 

of target detection and control through image processing and understanding [1]. “Real-time” is the 

most important technical requirement of table tennis robot vision system. This is also a different 

aspect of table tennis robot vision technology from traditional image processing. The system 

involves many cutting-edge issues such as visual recognition, intelligent control, deep learning, etc., 

and has a huge role in promoting the development of intelligent robots [2-3]. Therefore, in this 

paper, in-depth study of the table tennis robot's visual detection and ball hitting decision methods 

for the above problems. 

1.2. Development Status of Table Tennis Robots at Home and Abroad 

In 1983, the United Kingdom designed a table tennis robot that can play against. Although the 

robot can play against people, there are many restrictions on this robot, and it is very different from 

the regulations of international table tennis competitions. The size of the table is 2m*0.5m [4-5]. 

The stipulated size is very different from the size of the international standard table tennis table, the 

width is equivalent to one third of the international standard, and the length is 74cm smaller than the 

international standard [6-7]. And the table tennis that the person hits must pass through the three 

detected metal frames at the same time in order to detect the flight path of the ball, and when the 

person returns to the ball, the racket can only move and intercept in front of the metal frame in front 

of himself [8-9]. 

In 2002, a table tennis robot appeared, capable of hitting the ball with rotation. The robot has a 

binocular stereo vision system [10-11]. This robot is developed by Japan, it has four degrees of 

freedom, mainly composed of two rotating mechanisms and two translation mechanisms, which is 

different from other robots in that it can hit the table tennis to a specified position, And can return to 

the ball with many changes, that is, with a rotating ball [12-13]. But at the same time, it is necessary 

to install relevant sensors on the human arm to detect the rotation direction of the ball, and the robot 

has a strong ability to return the ball [14-15]. 

In China, the research on table tennis robots is relatively late. The first generation of table tennis 

robot, which has a monocular vision system, and is a double racket, with a rotating robotic arm, due 

to the monocular vision system, only two-dimensional information, you need to use other auxiliary 

information to calculate the three-dimensional table tennis information [16-17]. Therefore, the first 

generation of table tennis robots used ball shadows to calculate three-dimensional information. For 

the three-dimensional information obtained by this method, the algorithm is complicated. Although 

the CPU of P4.30GHZ was used at that time, the obtained three-dimensional coordinates also had a 

time delay. Problem, and the robot's batting success rate is low, around 60% [18]. In response to this 
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problem, Zhejiang University of Technology has deepened the analysis of table tennis robots. The 

mechanical structure of the robot is based on Japanese table tennis robots and has been improved. 

The driving mechanism of the mobile mechanism is driven by pulleys. The monocular vision 

system is changed to a binocular vision system, and the algorithm is modified to use "sliding 

window filtering method based on least squares method" and "Kalmam filtering method based on 

adaptive covariance". It is also structurally and visually there are a lot of optimization changes in 

the algorithm, so the trajectory tracking of the table tennis has been greatly optimized. It can play 

multiple rounds with people at the same time. 

The original table tennis robot's visual system was to install four cameras on the table tennis 

table. The total field of view of the four cameras covered the entire table tennis table, and the 

common area of the field of view between the cameras was only half of the table. Therefore, the 

range of table tennis is very limited [19]. The system involves multiple cameras, the introduction of 

cameras to calculate the coordinate size must be calibrated, and multiple cameras involve the 

problem of calibration between multiple cameras, and the common field of view between cameras 

is less, which makes the pose between the cameras The relationship can only be guaranteed by the 

precision of the processed parts, so the accuracy of the calculated three-dimensional coordinates 

cannot be guaranteed [20-21]. 

Someone has developed a table tennis robot that uses only one camera's vision system. For a 

monocular system, it can only obtain two-dimensional information, but not three-dimensional 

information, so another three-dimensional calculation method has been proposed. In addition to 

using a camera, the vision system also uses an auxiliary light source. The purpose of the light 

source is to let the table tennis illuminate the ball shadow on the desktop. The vision system uses 

the information of the ball shadow and the image information of the table tennis to calculate the 

three-dimensional coordinates [22-23]. The above vision systems are the three types of vision 

systems used since the development of table tennis robots. Although the vision system was used to 

track and predict the movement of table tennis at that time, in the vision system at that time, the 

development of PC hardware Behind, the image processing speed cannot keep up, so that the 

calculated table tennis coordinates and the accuracy of the predicted table tennis trajectory cannot 

be guaranteed well [24-25]. According to Japanese video recordings of table tennis robots, the robot 

simply cannot react when the ball speed is relatively fast, so the visual system at that time was not 

suitable for detecting high-speed moving objects [26-27]. 

1.3. Related Work 

Padulo J studied the impact of intensive exercises on perception, decision-making and motor 

systems in table tennis. He passed the reaction time test and reaction time test on all subjects, 

including pointing the target at different distances (15 and 25 cm) to the right and left. Only the HL 

and LL groups are required to perform the ball speed test in the forehand and backhand states. His 

experimental results found that the reaction time of the CC group was longer than that of the HL 

group (P <0.05). He concluded that the response time of table tennis players is shorter than that of 

non-athletes, and the task of reaction time and response time cannot distinguish the performance of 

well-trained table tennis players and intermediate players, but the ball speed test seems to be able to 

do it [28]. Zhang proposed a vision-based table tennis robot to estimate the opponent's hitting point, 

which can better understand the opponent, thereby improving the reaction speed of the table tennis 

robot. As an important manifestation of the opponent's hitting behavior, the hitting point 

information includes not only the movement state of the ball before and after hitting but also the 
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racket posture at the moment of hitting. Considering that the trajectory of the ball and racket are not 

absolutely accurate, he proposes an optimized solution to calculate the opponent's hitting point. The 

method he proposed is the first method that can quickly estimate the opponent's hit point with a 

satisfactory resolution [29]. Su developed a model to calculate the expected return ball speed so that 

the robot can return the input ball to the desired point on the table at the specified landing speed. He 

designed fuzzy rules by analyzing the effect of expected speed on the error between the actual 

landing point and the expected point. According to the landing point error predicted by the flight 

model, he uses a fuzzy correction algorithm to obtain the final return speed of the ball. Finally, he 

verified the effectiveness of the proposed method through experiments [30]. 

1.4. Innovation in this Article 

The main innovations of this paper include the following aspects: (1) this paper proposes a 

concise and easy-to-implement method for solving the range of arm angles, and proves the 

existence of the reference plane to ensure that the inverse kinematics algorithm can achieve 

Feasibility; and proved the effectiveness of the algorithm through theoretical derivation and 

experimental verification. (2) Aiming at the motion blur introduced by high-speed sports table 

tennis in visual measurement, a table tennis position measurement method based on motion blur 

parameter identification is proposed. This method first estimates the blur kernel parameters based 

on the directional filter, and then deconvolves the image to obtain the deblurred image, and finally 

performs a circle fitting to obtain the position of the table tennis ball in three-dimensional space. 

The method in this paper can effectively reduce the effect of motion blur on binocular visual 

positioning and improve the accuracy of table tennis three-dimensional position measurement. 

2. Table Tennis Trajectory Prediction Algorithm 

2.1. Image Segmentation Based on Background Subtraction 

(1) Area segmentation algorithm selection 

After learning and experimenting with color recognition and frame difference method, we found 

that the background in the real environment is fixed, and only table tennis is in motion. Therefore, 

background subtraction may be the best choice. The background subtraction method is to compare 

the current frame with the background frame, and then subtract the known background frame 

information. The remaining information is the target foreground information and the initial result of 

the target area segmentation. 

The establishment of the background model is the key to the background subtraction algorithm. 

"Background" is a difficult concept to define. On different occasions, the background is different. In 

general, the background can be defined as a target that presents a static state or a periodic motion 

state in the scene during any period of interest. Through a deep understanding of the experimental 

environment, the scene information without target information is used as background information. 

We can see the foreground information clearly and completely. Therefore, the background 

subtraction method is used as the target region segmentation algorithm. In addition, it can also be 

seen that the target information obtained by using the background subtraction method contains a 

large amount of noise, which requires subsequent processing. 
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2.2. Morphological Operation of Binary Image 

This article uses morphological operations to achieve the purpose of eliminating noise. 

Mathematical morphology is a technology and science for analyzing and processing geometric 

structures based on topology, lattice theory, set theory, and stochastic processes. Mathematical 

morphology is often used in digital images, but it can also be used in graphics, grids and other 

spatial structures. Mathematical morphology is the foundation of morphology. Morphological 

operation is a neighborhood operation. The morphological operation process is a specific logical 

operation between each pixel in the image and its corresponding neighborhood. This specially 

defined neighborhood is called "structural element". The effect of morphological operations 

depends on the shape, size and logical operations of structural elements. The common element 

shapes are round, square and diamond. The specific structure is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Common structural element shapes 

2.3. Edge Detection 

The edge detection network is an end-to-end detection system. The VGG16 network structure 

performs well on ImageNet. It contains 16 convolutional layers and has a great depth. Most of the 

previous saliency detections used only one network branch, which was only set up to achieve a task, 

but after research It is found that there is a certain relationship between the saliency detection of 

images, edge detection and contour detection of salient objects. If this connection can be discovered 

and used to establish a relationship between the two networks, this connection can be used to help 

the saliency detection model improve performance. Based on this starting point, through a lot of 

experiments, it has been found that the feature map output by the edge detection network can help 

the saliency detection model to better detect the boundary between the foreground target and the 

background to a certain extent. For the saliency detection of images with low background contrast, 

it is very helpful. Therefore, this paper proposes a network model based on edge detection for 

saliency detection. 

This paper uses the results of edge detection to improve the performance of the saliency 

detection model. The algorithm framework is divided into two parts, namely the edge detection part 

and the saliency detection part. Among them, the edge detection part uses the VGG16 network 

structure to perform edge detection on the image, and the saliency detection part uses the UNet 

network structure to achieve salient object detection. First, the edge detection branch network is 

trained. The BSDS500 database is used for network training. After the edge detection branch 

network training is completed, the parameters are saved to participate in the next stage of saliency 
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detection training. In the saliency detection branch network, the short connection layer of the UNet 

network structure makes the features of the image in the downsampling stage fully utilized in the 

upsampling stage, that is, the fusion of the underlying features, on this basis, the edge 

Detect the feature map output in each convolutional layer in the branch structure, and each layer 

in the deconvolution stage is separately fused by the edge fusion module, where the deconvolution 

module is a custom deconvolution on the UNet network structure. The green branch in the upper 

half is the edge detection network structure, which uses the VGG16 network framework. Unlike the 

original network, we have made two changes, that is, removing the fully connected layer and the 

fifth pooling layer, and in each A side output layer is added to the last convolutional layer of a 

convolution stage. From Conv1 to Conv5 are the five convolution stages, from 1 map to 5 map are 

the feature maps output by the last convolutional layer through the side output layer of each 

convolution stage, and each output feature map uses edges Truth value to monitor, and finally return 

the total loss to the network. Finally, the five feature maps are cascaded through the green C module, 

and then fused through the F module to form the final edge map output. The orange and red 

branches in the lower part of the figure are the convolution operation and the deconvolution 

operation part of the UNet network structure. The convolution part uses the UNet network's own 

convolution layer, and the deconvolution part is customized by this article. A deconvolution layer, 

the detailed structure will be explained later. The EF module is an edge fusion module that fuses the 

feature map output from the output layer of the edge detection network and the feature map output 

from each deconvolution layer of the saliency branch network, and combines the feature map after 

edge fusion with the convolution stage The output feature map is fused through the gray C module, 

and then the next deconvolution operation is performed. The saliency map output by each 

deconvolution layer is supervised by a truth map, and the calculated losses are summed back to the 

network, and the next training is continued. 

The deep neural network pre-trained on the general classification task is very effective for the 

task of low-level edge detection, so the structure of this edge detection network is VGG16. 

Compared with the original VGG16 structure, the edge detection network structure in this paper has 

two changes: One is that a side output layer is added to the last layer of each convolution stage, that 

is, Conv1_2, Conv2_2, Conv3_3, Conv4_3, Conv5_3 Behind. The second is to remove the fifth 

pooling layer and the fully connected layer of the network. This is because the size of the output 

image of the last convolutional layer is 1/32 of the original image. If interpolation is performed, the 

resulting prediction image will be too vague to be used. In addition, the calculation of the fully 

connected layer is too large, which will increase the memory and time costs of the training and 

testing phases. Therefore, after transformation, the convolution part is divided into five convolution 

operation stages. First, the image is adjusted to a size of 384 × 384. After the convolution layer is 

used for feature extraction, the final feature map size is 12 × 12. 1/32 of the size. During the 

convolution operation, the underlying features of the image edges, details, etc. are mostly 

distributed in the first few convolutional layers, so this paper extracts the feature map output by the 

last convolutional layer of each stage as the side output. A convolutional layer with a convolution 

kernel of 1 × 1 changes the number of feature map output channels to 1, where the second to fifth 

side outputs have to undergo upsampling operations so that the size is the same as the first side 

output, and then used separately The edge truth map is supervised, and then these feature maps are 

connected, and finally sent to the fusion structure for feature fusion, so that the resulting fusion map 

will have different scales of feature information from each layer. The edge truth map has been 

supervised, so most of the information is the edge part of the image, which is of great help to the 

final output edge map. 
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3. Table Tennis Flight Trajectory Modeling 

(1) Analysis of force in table tennis flight 

The force analysis of table tennis in flight is shown in Figure 2. During the flight, it is mainly 

affected by gravity and air resistance. If the table tennis rotates during flight, the Magnus force will 

be introduced. The force formula of table tennis in flight is as follows: 

mgFG 
                                 

(1) 

VSCTF LbS 
                            

(2) 

gdFb

3

6

1


                             
(3) 

VSCTF Lbm 
2

1
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Where g is the acceleration of gravity, m is the mass of the table tennis ball, ω is the rotation 

angular velocity of the table tennis ball, ρ is the air density, br  ball radius, and d is the ball 

diameter. V The speed of the ball, s is the effective area of the ball, DC  is the air resistance 

coefficient, and LC is the ascent coefficient. 

Table tennis direction

Y

X

bF

mF

gF

sF

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of force analysis during table tennis flight 

The magnitude of buoyancy is shown by formula (5): 
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If the table tennis flight speed is too fast, the robot will fail to hit the ball. Therefore, it is 

assumed that the table tennis flight speed is 3m / s, the angular speed is 5rad / s, and the range of 
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ddddddddddd is 0.4-0.5. From equation (6), the rotation force of the table tennis is calculated to be 

0.1017 × 10
-2

N. The gravity of table tennis is 2.0 × 10
-2

N as shown by equation (7). The air 

resistance is calculated by formula (8) in the range of 0.2916 × 10
-2

 ~ 4.0506 * 10
-2

N. The 

calculated buoyancy of the table tennis in flight is as much as two orders of magnitude higher than 

the air resistance and gravity, so the table tennis buoyancy in flight is negligible. 

NvSCTF MLbM

2101017.0 



                     

(6) 

NmgFG
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(7) 

NVSCF DD

22 100506.4~102916.0
2

1  


                (8) 

Excluding the above-mentioned various factors, the analysis of the force of table tennis during 

the flight can be considered as: only affected by gravity and air resistance, thus formula (9) is 

obtained. 
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(2) Table tennis flight trajectory model 

Differentiating formula (9) gives the following formula (12): 
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According to the parameter value range involved in formula (13), it can be known that the value 

range of mK  is between 0.10-0.2. 

By discretely separating formula (12), the following formula (14) can be obtained: 
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(14) 

Where cT  is the iteration step size, i = 1,2,3,4,5 ... n, as can be seen from the above formula, as 

long as you know the three-dimensional coordinates of the table tennis ball at a certain moment and 

the X, Y, Z directions Speed, you can solve the parabolic equation of table tennis flight trajectory by 

least square method. 

4. Experimental Simulation Design of Table Tennis Robot 

4.1. Table Tennis Robot Experimental Platform 

Table tennis robot system can be divided into three subsystems: binocular vision system, control 

decision system and execution system. The overall architecture of the system is shown in Figure 3, 

including: a binocular image acquisition system based on a high-speed CCD camera and a PC-based 

image processing system, a control decision system based on an embedded real-time operating 

system, and a seven-degree-of-freedom humanoid arm Execution system. 

Left camera

Right camera

Frame grabber

[DALSA (R) X64-CL-

IPro]

CPU

[Intel(R) Core(TM)2 i5]

GPU

[NVIDIA(R) GTS260]

Seven degrees of 

freedom 

manipulator

Single Board Computer

[AAEON (R) EPIC-

9456]

[VxWorks (R) 6.6]

M-LVDS

Interface card
Monitoring 

computer

Image acquisition
Image processor

Controller
Executive 

body

CameraLink(R) 

CameraLink(R) 

PCI

PCIe

PC-104 M-LVDS

Gigabit 

Ethernet

Gigabit 

Ethernet

 

Figure 3. Table tennis robot system architecture 
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4.2. Experimental Design of Batting Decision 

 

Figure 4. Machine perspective detection diagram 

As shown in Figure 4, it is the effect of edge detection in this paper.As shown in Figure 5, a 

schematic diagram of the ping pong robot studied in this paper. This paper uses a fixed-point return 

experiment to initially verify the method of hitting decision-making based on support vector 

regression. In the fixed-point return experiment, the table tennis serve machine is used as the 

opponent of the table tennis robot. The expected return position is set to [0,70cm, 2cm], and R is set 

to 40.0cm. During the test, the incoming ball speed varied from 370cm / s to 520cm / s to test the 

adaptability of the hitting strategy to different incoming ball trajectories. In the batting test, the 

return rate of the ball-bearing robot is 92%. The expected hitting point for this shot planning is 

[-17.6cm, -134.3cm, 21.1cm], the hitting speed is 119.0cm / s, the pitch angle and deflection angle 

of the hitting trajectory are -25.2° and- 1.0°. The points on the trajectory are obtained from the joint 

angles collected in real time through the positive kinematics of the robot arm. 

 

Figure 5. Table tennis robot 
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Because the robot arm requires greater acceleration in the preparation and end phases, the 

tracking error is larger, but the tracking error in the preparation and end phases has no effect on the 

shot. In the hitting stage, the tracking error of each joint of the robot arm is less than + 0.5 °, which 

can meet the requirements of accurate hitting planning. 

Table 1. State statistics 

ID 
State of arrival 

  cmzx vpvp ,   scmvp /   cmxm  

1 [-13.0,46.8] [-15.0,-430.0,-42.0] [-17.6,-134.3,21.1] 

2 [-10.8,35.1] [-34.8,-508.5,-107.1] [-21.0,-128.2,18.0] 

3 [-10.0,29.5] [-39.2,-508.9,-64.9] [-17.4,-122.0,14.2] 

4 [-9.9,34.3] [-32.2,-503.2,-125.9] [-13.8,-127.4,16.9] 

5 [-28.7,38.0] [23.2,-434.3,-84.8] [-23.0,-131.7,21.3] 

6 [-19.7,42.3] [26.5,-371.4,-41.9] [-11.9,-131.0,20.9] 

7 [-19.0,31.6] [15.2,-421.4,-127.0] [-18.1,-124.1,11.7] 

8 [-9.1,37.7] [-26.6,-520.7,-100.9] [-17.9,-124.6,21.0] 

9 [-9.6,34.1] [-30.8,-494.3,-111.5] [-20.1,-122.6,16.0] 

10 [-10.8,33.0] [-32.8,-492.2,-124.8] [-18.9,-128.2,13.9] 

As shown in Table 1 and Table 2, the ball arrival status, ball trajectory and ball return point error 

during the 10 consecutive ball strikes. In these 10 experiments, the average error of the return point 

of the table tennis robot is 13.4cm. It can be seen from the experiment that the table tennis robot can 

adapt to the change of the incoming ball state and complete the fixed-point return task with higher 

accuracy and success rate. 

Table 2. Ballistic trajectory parameters and landing point error statistics 

ID Ball trajectory parameters 
Falling point error(cm) 

1  stm   scmv        

2 0.54 119.0 -1.0 -25.2 14.8 

3 0.52 96.7 -0.6 -26.2 18.8 

4 0.44 107.1 -1.0 -26.4 19.2 

5 0.57 90.9 -0.6 -28.0 22.8 

6 0.53 110.3 1.1 -25.7 2.0 

7 0.63 152.0 0.5 -30.0 8.4 

8 0.58 121.8 -1.2 -26.9 3.2 

9 0.51 93.7 -1.5 -27.5 2.8 

10 0.52 103.5 0 -25.2 15.2 

5. Play against People 

5.1. Analysis of the Fight against People 

In the playing experiment, the ping pong robot collaborates continuously with people to hit the 

ball. Playing with people requires table tennis robots to adapt to different incoming ball trajectories 

and make corresponding batting decisions. Therefore, high requirements are placed on the 

effectiveness of the robot's batting strategy and the real-time and reliability of robot systems. After 

training, the table tennis robot can complete multiple rounds of continuous shots with humans, as 

shown in Figure 6, which is a histogram of the number of robot shots during the test. The robot can 

complete 8 consecutive rounds of hitting with a human. The average number of hits of the robot 
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during the entire test is 4.26 ± 1.98. 

 

Figure 6. Table tennis robot hits 

The batting process included a total of 6 rounds. Finally, the ping-pong robot incorrectly selected 

a large batting speed to cause the ball to go out of bounds and ended. According to the system log, 

in the first round, the table tennis robot completed the return task with a higher accuracy, and the 

distance from the drop point to the expected drop point was 13cm; in the second round, the table 

tennis robot chose a larger hitting speed, Therefore, the return point of the table tennis ball is close 

to the edge of the table, and the error of the landing point is 41cm; during the third shot, the 

trajectory of the ball is biased to the right of the table tennis robot by about 16cm compared with the 

previous two. The hitting point was correctly selected, but the hitting direction was not towards the 

center of the table, causing the return point to deviate to the right by about 20cm; during the fourth 

hit, the table tennis robot with the trajectory deviating to the right was correctly selected The hitting 

point, direction and speed are successful, and the ball is returned to the center line of the table. It 

can be seen from this that in the process of hitting the ball, the table tennis robot tries to return the 

ball to the desired landing point based on the learned hitting strategy, that is, to complete the 

fixed-point return task. 

5.2. Contrast Analysis of Ball Return Accuracy 

As shown in Figure 7, the average value of the robot's falling point in ten shots is [-2.5cm, 

78.8cm], and the variance is [5.3cm, 13.4cm]; the average value of the person's returning point is 

[ -3.1cm, 13.9cm], the variance is [11.6cm, 22.9cm]. That is, the return accuracy of the table tennis 

robot is better than those who have little experience in hitting the ball. 
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Figure 7. Table tennis robot's return point 

5.3. Recognition of Batting Action 

As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, using the maximum value of the signal, the minimum value of 

the signal and the average of the signal characteristics in the three directions of x, y, z, a total of 

9-dimensional features are used to predict the action and then make the final Compared with the 

traditional DTW algorithm, dynamic time warping matching has a significant improvement in 

algorithm efficiency under the condition of little effect on the action recognition rate. 

Table 3. DTW recognition rate and time statistics 

Classification DTW recognition rate Time cost Improved DTW recognition rate Time cost 

Right hand attack 80% 0.183s 81% 0.164s 

Right hand rub 83% 0.212s 81% 0.177s 

Left hand attack 78% 0.188s 78% 0.166s 

Left hand rub 82% 0.202s 81% 0.181s 

Left hand push 89% 0.161s 89% 0.149s 

Table 4. Recognition rate and time statistics of other algorithms 

Classification K-NN recognition rate Time cost Decision tree recognition rate Time cost 

Right hand attack 64% 0.235 71% 0.202 

Right hand rub 66% 0.277 67% 0.161 

Left hand attack 66% 0.313 65% 0.142 

Left hand rub 71% 0.271 64% 0.191 

Left hand push 77% 0.213 75% 0.105 
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Figure 8. Comparison of action classification results 

As shown in Figure 8, in order to further illustrate that the improved DTW algorithm has better 

recognition rate and accuracy than other algorithms, the k-NN algorithm and the decision tree 

algorithm are used in the experiment to classify these five sets of actions. Recognition, it can be 

found that the DTW recognition algorithm recognizes five types of table tennis batting action 

recognition rate are higher than k-NN algorithm, and decision tree recognition algorithm [31-35]. 

5.4. Analysis and Comparison of Classification and Recognition Algorithms 

 

Figure 9. Analysis and comparison of classification and recognition algorithms 

As shown in Figure 9, compared to other algorithms, the K-NN algorithm is simple and easy to 

implement. When each action in the sample library has enough training samples, high recognition 
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accuracy can be obtained. However, it is easy to cause the failure to filter the features. The 

generation of redundant features affects the efficiency of the algorithm. The improved decision tree 

algorithm has a clear hierarchical category structure, and the calculation amount is smaller than 

other algorithms. But the algorithm is prone to misjudgment for noisy action signals, which is also 

the biggest disadvantage of traditional decision tree algorithm. The improved dynamic time warping 

algorithm can achieve more accurate matching compared to other algorithms when processing 

motion signals with time axis displacement, so the recognition rate is higher than other algorithms. 

The process of DTW algorithm for similarity matching is more complicated than other algorithms, 

so the algorithm is inefficient and the identification takes a long time. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper analyzes the characteristics of table tennis robots, formulates a set of high-speed 

target contour extraction methods according to the table tennis flight characteristics, and analyzes 

the contour characteristics according to the characteristics of table tennis flight to extract target 

contours better and faster. Create a table tennis flight trajectory model and optimize it. The table 

tennis flight trajectory is divided into three stages for analysis and optimization. And according to 

the location of the table tennis table, strategically solve the hitting point. 

Aiming at the problem of table tennis robot's batting decision, this paper proposes a batting 

decision algorithm based on support vector regression. The table tennis robot's batting process is 

formalized as a batting evaluation function. Then, based on the training data set and the support 

vector regression algorithm, an approximate estimate of the batting evaluation function is obtained. 

Finally, for a specific incoming ball, the optimal impact evaluation function can be obtained by 

optimizing the impact evaluation function with the impact trajectory parameters as variables. The 

fast evaluation and optimization of the batting decision function are realized, thereby reducing the 

time required for batting decision. 

This paper realizes the rapid recognition and tracking of target objects. First, the color-based 

image segmentation algorithm, the difference method and the background subtraction method are 

compared, and it is found that the background subtraction method performs best as a subdivision 

algorithm for the target area. Then the opening and closing operations and edge detection operations 

are performed on the target area for the first division. Then the random Hough circle transformation 

is used to identify the target object, and the position in the target is obtained. Finally, a local area 

search algorithm based on the previous detection target is proposed, which realizes the real-time 

detection and tracking of the three-dimensional position space of table tennis at high speed. 
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